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Interested in attending an in-person AR6 event? 
Tell us if you’re interested in attending an in-person Allocation Round 6 engagement event – and 
what topics you’d like the event to cover – by taking a couple of minutes to complete this short 
survey: 

 

 Take the survey 

We are specifically seeking this feedback as engagement events for the past two allocation rounds 
were held remotely, so we want to gauge interest in an in-person event. 

Please respond to the survey by Friday 5 January 2024. 

Please note:  

• Responding to this survey does not register you for the event. Once details have been 
confirmed, we will let you know how you can register for the event. 

• If you have subscribed to other mailing lists operated by the CfD delivery partners,1 you may 
receive additional requests to complete this survey – please only submit one response. 

Thank you for your time. 

 

General Data Protection Regulation 
 

This stakeholder bulletin is being circulated to people who have opted in to the Contract for Difference 
stakeholder contact list. We issue these stakeholder bulletins as a convenience to interested parties, however 
it is not in any way essential to be on this list to participate in major consultations or allocation rounds.   
 
Purpose & scope of this list:  This list is managed by the Department for Energy Security and Net Zero (and 
any successor departments) and will be used to inform interested parties of policy developments relevant to 
the Contract for Difference scheme for renewable energy projects (and any direct successor schemes). It is 
not used for any other purposes. 
 
To be removed from the circulation list:  Please send a blank e-mail with the subject ‘opt out’ (if the 
receiving e-mail you use is different to the one you send the e-mail from, include that e-mail address in the 
subject of the e-mail) to ContractsForDifference@energysecurity.gov.uk. 
 
If you have received this indirectly and want to be added to this list: Send a blank e-mail with the subject 
line ‘opt in’ to ContractsforDifference@energysecurity.gov.uk. You can withdraw your consent to opt in at any 
time. We will normally keep your address on this list until you: a) withdraw your consent to opt in, b) the 
scheme closes without any successor, c) we receive reports your email address is no longer operational, or d) 
you do not respond to a periodic request from us to reconfirm your desire to opt in.    

 
1 Department for Energy Security and Net Zero, EMR Delivery Body (National Grid ESO), Low Carbon 
Contracts Company and Ofgem. 
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